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 4.	Arguments or discussions on questions   within the
scope of the pupil's near interests  and working vocabul-
ary,   e.g.,   the best  day  in  the  week  for the weekly
half-holiday ; how to secure enough games' play for all
the pupils; where should the new swimming bath be
built;   possible improvements in  the boarding house
building; the better working of the school co-operative
club ; practical measures to ensure a good milk supply ^
hobbies  that might be encouraged ; difficulties in con-
ducting the Boy Scout troop, etc.
 5.	Topics in connection with other school work, e.g.,,
a summary in English of what was learnt in yesterday's
History lesson ; an account of the last Geography lesson
(e.g., of its procedure, not of what was learnt in it) ; a
description of a balance (used in the Science lesson); the
method of drawing a flower pot; the making of a ruler
(made by the carpentry class pupils); the marking out
of garden plots, etc.
 6.	English reproduction of compositions already done
in the vernacular.    This should not be mere translation,
but an account in the pupil's English, and to avoid too-
-'close  a repetition of the  original   a day or two  may
intervene after the original exercise.
7.	Topics making an easy appeal to the productive
imagination, e.g., another ending to the last story read ;
the school compound to-morrow if  the sun disappeared
from the heavens to-night at 8;   an  argument with a
ticket collector;   a lost letter;   a missing  friend; an
earthquake, etc.
The seven types of topic given above do not represent
a logical sub-division, but rather different directions in
which the teacher may usefully look for matter that may
both rouse the pupil's interest and bring his working
vocabulary into play. Certain further cautions should
be observed:—
 (a)	Topics which demand a new vocabulary shoiild be,
avoided.    The  continuous oral practice  is a means   of
practising the working vocabulary already acquired, not
of   acquiring   a   fresh vocabulary.    The latter is the
concern   of   the intensive lesson  associated with the
reader.
 (b)	The topics should be definite and,  concrete,   not

